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All-terrAin Buggy

Ideal for a family beach holiday or a challenging trek into  
the great unknown. Take your Delta All-Terrain Buggy for an 
off-road stroll by a lake, a run alongside the canal, through the 
countryside or up a mountain. Enjoy picnics in the sunshine, 
explore your local beach or park, go fishing, explore footpaths, 
collect shells, eat ice-cream or fly your kite.  

Live life to the full.

Designed to be different
Designed and hand built by Delichon, one of the UK’s 
leading special seating companies, the Delta All-Terrain 
Buggy goes where others can only dream of.

Lightweight, rugged and compact when folded this off-road 
all-terrain 3-wheeler offers access to the great outdoors 
in a range of sizes for children and adults with mobility 
problems. The unique multi-position rear axle allows 
optimum set-up of dynamic stability and balance making 
the Delta easy to push and manoeuvre. 

DeSigneD FOr tHe
greAt OutDOOrS

Designed and Manufactured  
in the United Kingdom



All-terrAin Buggy

greAt OutDOOrS

NOTE: the fabric seat dimensions change when someone sits in it; a larger range of occupants can be comfortably accommodated than is suggested by the seat width and depth measurements.

SiZeS AVAilABle
Available in six sizes, the smallest is suitable for children  
up to 112cm high, the largest up to 195cm high.
    Delta Buggy Frames Small Medium Large XL

    Canvas Sizes S M1 M2 L1 L2 XL

    Seat depth: 28cm 28cm 32cm 34cm 38cm 42cm

    Backrest height: 72cm 74cm 76cm 82cm 88cm 98cm

    Seat Width: 30cm 30cm 32cm 34cm 38cm 38cm

    Maximum occupant height: 112cm 120cm 150cm 160cm 180cm 195cm

    Maximum occupant weight: 40kg 50kg 50kg 70kg 70kg 90kg

    Weight of Buggy: 13kg 14kg 14kg 14kg 14kg 16kg



Delichon’s customary attention to detail has created an 
exceptional all-terrain buggy boasting a wealth of safety 
and comfort features for carer and occupant alike:

All-terrAin Buggy

StAnDArD DeltA 
Buggy FeAtureS

  Swing out anti-tipper - for 
safety when transferring
  Adjustable axle position - 
changes dynamic balance 
and stability 
  Hub brakes with quick 
release wheels
  Dual mountain bike style 
brake levers - rolling hub 
brakes for improved control 
with locking parking brake
  Height adjustable 
footplate - with heel loops 
and toe straps
  Flip-Up footplate - for easy 
folding of frame 

 Multi position handle
  Removable footplate 
- footplate removes 
completely to assist 
standing transfers
  5 Point padded harness - 
for safety and security
  Ergonomically shaped 
canvas - hardwearing 
cordura fabric. Removable 
and washable. Built in 
suspension for greater 
comfort
 Quick and easily folded
 Compact when folded
 Easily removable wheels
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 Swing out anti-tipper

 Adjustable axle position  Height adjustable footplate�Removable�flip-up�footplate

Multi position push handleEasy to fold, compact, quick release wheels

 Ergonomically shaped canvas 5 Point padded harness

 Dual mountain bike style brake levers
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Delichon’s Delta Trail is an innovative adaptation which 
converts either a Small or Medium Delta All-Terrain Buggy 
into a bicycle trailer.

The Delta Trail conversion allows you to change your 
existing Delta into a high performance cycle trailer. Simply 
remove the front wheel and use the Trail linkage to convert 
your everyday Delta into a new experience. Suitable for 
small and medium Deltas this allows you to tow your 
buggy safely behind most bikes.

tHe DeltA trAil

  Easily fitted to existing small 
or medium delta buggy 
frames
  Fits directly to buggy frame 
without modification
  Multi axis linkage for 
manoeuvrability
  “Fall-safe” design isolates the 
bicycle from the buggy in the 
event of an accident
  Removable roll bar for head 
protection

  Front wheel when removed 
can be stored in buggy 
basket
  Easy to switch back 
to standard 3-wheel 
configuration
  Fits most adult size bicycles
  Supplied with adaptors for a 
range of seat-post sizes
  Additional bike attachments 
available so more than one 
bike can be used for towing

Complete Delta Trail

Saddle Post Mount Buggy Attachment

Tow Bar
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Optional accessories for your Delta include

AcceSSOrieS 
Headrest Cushion -  
Increased head control with  
neck support

Transport Bag -  
Protect your delta for transport 
or storage. Great to use when 
travelling by plane.

Positioning Accessories -  
A range of soft padded positioning 
accessories for the Delta Buggy

Viewing Window in Sun Hood Insert Cushion -  
Improves comfort for users with 
limited hip flexion

Pommel -  
Designed to provide soft 
separation of the knees

Beach Wheels -  
Interchangeable with standard 
wheels for increased area of 
contact on softer surfaces such 
as sand and snow.

Sun Canopies -  
Available for all sizes

Rain Cover -  
Used in combination with the sun 
canopy for weather protection on 
small/medium size Delta Buggies



Delichon Ltd, Kings Yard, Martin, Fordingbridge, Hants, SP6 3LB, UK 
T: +44 (0) 1725 519405  F: +44 (0) 1725 519406  E: info@delichon.co.uk  W: www.delichon.co.uk

“ Delta arrived today and we went for a lovely walk up 
our local hill to see the castle, with much less effort 
than normal and a very happy sitting position for D,  
so thanks very much!”

“ We recently bought an All-terrain Buggy for my 85 
year old mother. It is a brilliant piece of technology and 
exactly what we had hoped it would be. The thing my 
mother missed was the ability to go for walks in the 
countryside. She can now do it again and in comfort.”

“ We live in a rural area and this new buggy has made 
getting out and about so much easier for T. We have 
been able to go further afield and he has already had 
‘all terrain’ adventures locally.”

“ The representative from Delichon was brilliant too – 
very sensitive to our needs and passionate about the 
quality of his products. Thank you once more for the 
difference you have made to my son’s quality of life.”

“ I received the pushchair today (thanks for getting it 
out so quickly) and just wanted to say how wonderful 
it is! O instantly fell in love with it and said it was her 
favourite pushchair ever and she’s had quite a few!”

“ S is delighted and she can now enjoy 
our frequent cross country walks and 
visits to the coast.”

“ We like the Delta Buggy more than 
the other ones before, it is much 
more steerable / controllable than the 
4-Wheel-Product, and it is better to 
transport, because of the possibility  
to fold up in a very small size.”

“  Thanks for the help. He loves his new 
buggy!”

tHe ultimAte  
SpeciAl neeDS All-terrAin Buggy


